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The Bone Jar Unleashed was a series 

of posts on our blog that detailed 

the love affair between Troy and Ivy 

as well as the detailed FBI notes and more. 
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The Three Little Sisters LLC

Our staff appreciate the dedication it takes to write, and we know 
how frustrating it is finding a quality publishing house that cares 
about its books, its authors and staff. Three Little Sisters LLC is a 
house built by people who love to read, and all of them want to 
see your work out there. We specialize in small market books. This 
means our titles are not ones you would find elsewhere or ones that 
just don’t fit at the big houses. Our books are written by authors 
who capture the imagination, foster pure spirituality, delve into 
worlds of fantasy or inspire us with poems. We are all from differ-
ent backgrounds but all joined in a common mission to keep books 
alive for future generations. 

Visit Us At:  www.3littlesisters.com
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